

















IT Infrastructure






IT Everywhere







No matter what IT technology you need to support, our data centre solutions have been designed to be suitable and protected in any environment.







Find out more
















FREE ebook






Data Centre ebook: The Rapids of Change 







Discover how IT leaders can transform challenges into opportunities







Download your ebook
















Resources






IT Online Shop







Shop Anytime, Anywhere Using MyRittal. View Prices and Track Orders on IT Products







Register here

















RiMatrix Next Generation – Modular is the way forward.







Exceptional modularity and flexibility aligning rack, power, cooling, monitoring and security to meet all your IT needs.







Explore now

















VX IT - the world's fastest IT Rack







Looking for the right solution for your Network or Server application?







Read more
























Rittal - The System




Benefit from a unique, unparalleled system platform Industry and IT











Find out more













Rittal Blog

The hub for best practice information, tips and tricks, industry updates and more - check out the Rittal blog today!





Gain valuable insights on the Rittal blog


















IT

IT at a Crossroads: Rising to the Challenge of a Changing IT Landscape

The IT sector is currently experiencing a period of huge, complex change, driven by multiple sources, which presents a formidable challenge for CIOs and tech teams...


Read more
















IT Cooling

7 Top Tips for Cooling IT Equipment

As the world becomes increasingly digitalised, with a growing reliance on high-performing and reliable IT equipment, effective hardware management is essential to facilitate rapid access to large sums of data and its analytics.


Read more
















IT Cooling

What is the Most Efficient Cooling Solution for Small Data Centres?

In today's technology-driven world, small data centres play a critical role in housing and processing vast amounts of information.


Read more
















IT

Do I need a data centre?

Rittal's Edge solution offers a compelling alternative for those seeking a data centre that can address specific needs with superior performance and flexibility. In this article, we explore the advantages of Rittal's Edge solution and why it...


Read more
















IT

What Causes IT Equipment to Overheat?

The modern world relies heavily on information technology (IT) equipment to store, process, and transmit vast amounts of data. However, as technology advances and data loads...


Read more
















Outdoor Enclosures

Choosing the Perfect Outdoor Enclosure: Protection Against Vandalism

When it comes to setting up cabinets outside, be it distribution, control, or switch cabinets, there are unique challenges to consider that differ from indoor installations.


Read more
















Online Shop

Making the Most Out of MyRittal

Ecommerce platforms have revolutionised the way in which businesses operate, offering unparalleled convenience and efficiency. Enter = MyRittal.


Read more
















Rail

The Future of Railways in the UK

As we look to the future, the railway industry is set to undergo a transformative evolution; driven by digitalisation, better safety enhancements, sustainability initiatives, and efficient energy usage.


Read more
















Electrical Enclosures

Selecting the perfect enclosure

Electrical enclosures are a necessity that make the modern world possible. These humble enclosures allow electrical equipment to be safely contained in order to function, without...


Read more



















News & Resources













Resources

Rittal unBoxed Podcast

Listen to Rittal's brand-new podcast series, Rittal unBoxed. Tune in to captivating discussions, expert insights, and the latest trends in the industry...


Find out more














Resources

Free Downloadable eBooks

Browse a collection of free eBooks from Rittal. Dive deeper into industry insights, innovations and more...


Find out more




















Rittal Innovation Center




Enter the world of Enclosure manufacturing 4.0












At the Rittal innovation and training centre, we showcase the latest solutions for your value creation processes, from engineering to procurement, and from manufacturing through to operation.



Learn more













Our industry products


















Enclosures

Beat the competition with our enclosure and case system, distinguised by its simplicity, assembly-friendliness and versatile functions.



Find out more






















Power distribution

Play it safe with super-flexible power distribution technology. Our tested solutions stand out from the crowd with their simple, safe assembly and user-friendly planning.



Find out more






















Climate control

Boost your efficiency and protect the environment at the same time with our energy-saving, eco-friendly climate control solutions for enclosures and machines.



Find out more






















Rittal Automation Systems

Our range of solutions, from manual tools through to fully automated machine technology, will significantly accelerate your processes.



Find out more






















System accessories

A comprehensive range of system accessories for industrial and IT enclosures for infinite possibilities for enclosure population.



Find out more














Enclosures



Power distribution



Climate control



Rittal Automation Systems



System accessories















Our IT products


















IT rack Systems

With our flexible system solutions, you will find the perfect rack for your individual requirements, covering all network applications, large and small.



Find out more






















IT enclosures

Compact 482.6 mm (19") enclosures for small network applications. For optimum access and flexible use as a wall-mounted or floor-standing enclosure.



Find out more






















IT power

Power distribution and back-up are key elements of IT High Availability. Rack power distribution is available as standard PDU or modular power distribution (PSM) solutions. This allows for individually adapted rack PDU solutions from basic power distribution up to intelligent solutions with extensive measurement and management functions.



Find out more






















IT cooling

Climate control concepts from Rittal cover the full spectrum of applications, from cooling a single rack through to entire data centres. Safety and efficiency are our priorities.



Find out more






















IT monitoring

Get a better overview of your IT infrastructure with our flexible, individual solutions for controlling and monitoring all physical parameters in the IT environment.



Find out more






















IT security solutions

The perfect protection from physical threats to your IT infrastructure: From modular room systems, through to security safes and extinguisher systems.



Find out more






















Modular data centre solutions

Discover new perspectives: From standardised data centre modules to new infrastructure and cloud solutions.



Find out more






















RiMatrix S

With preconfigured, complete, standardised data centre modules, you can save valuable planning time and be fully operational straight away.



Find out more














IT rack Systems



IT enclosures



IT power



IT cooling



IT monitoring



IT security solutions



Modular data centre solutions



RiMatrix S

















Software




Our Software
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Software solutions from Rittal and Eplan include expert support at every phase, from engineering, to procurement, through to manufacturing and operation.

Learn more
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